English for Business Studies is a course for students who need to be able to understand and talk German Business Dictionary: English-German German-English (Bilingual Business Glossary Series). 234 PagesÂ·2001Â·12.26 MBÂ·10,433 DownloadsÂ·New! essential business terms in German and English are included, making the guide useful when translating English: Speak Like a Native in 1 Lesson for Busy People.Â English for Business Communication Teacher's book En Collins English for Business. Speaking. Teaching Business English (OUP, Oxford Handbooks for Language Teachers) (Paperback) by Mark Ellis & Christine Johnson. ISBN: 978-0194371674. This book is for teachers, trainers, and course organizers in the field of Business English or considering a move into it. It gives background to the business learner's world and strategies for approaching the training task, focusing on the learner's professional knowledge and experience. to: Business Analysis Methodology Book: Business Analyst's Guide to Requirements Analysis, Lean UX 101 Crucial Lessons They Don't Teach You in Business School: Forbes calls this book 1 of 6 books that all entrepreneurs must read right now along with the 7 Habits of Highly Effective People.Â Studies Student's book: A Course for Business Studies and Economics Students Ian MacKenzie The Big Book of Small Business: You Don't Have to Run Your Business by the Seat of Your Pants.